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Sampling for infectious and parasitic disease diagnosis
Which animals?
Which samples?
How to collect?
How to delivery?

•
•
•
•

Which purpose?
Which pathogen?
Which diagnostic technique?
How long does shipping take?

Samples collection

•
•
•
•

To make a strong presumptive diagnosis
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Specimen selection
Samples collection

• Animals whit clinical signs (weak, abnormally behaving, lesions) or moribund
• Dead fish may be suitable ONLY for some examinations
• Freshly dead but NOT decomposed fish
• Confirmatory diagnosis
→ At least ten fish (≥ 3-4 cm)
→ About 30 fish (≤ 3-4 cm)

Purposive sampling
“for each epidemiologic unit”

• Surveillance
→ Statistically representative
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Specimen collection
• Live fish

Samples collection

Live fish shipping

Dead fish shipping

• Dead whole fish

Swabs/tissue

• Collect/ prepare sample in the field (tissue/organs)
• Performing preliminary tests in the field

Plate
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Samples collection

Specimen collection

+++ = optimal; ++ = satisfactory in most cases; + = suboptimal, can be used if no other tissue available;
0 = useless.
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Specimen preservation
Samples collection

Refrigerated

temperature ≤10 °C
time 24 hours

• Should be as quick as possible → max 24 h, via fast courier service
• Fish should be placed in sealed strong plastic bag without water

• Use cooling box or insulated styrofoam box with sufficient freezer blocks (not ice cubes,
which could melt and produce liquid inside the package, unless thermally sealed in strong
plastic bags) to prevent the temperature inside the box from rising above 10 °C during
transport
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Specimen preservation
Samples collection

Frozen

• Fish should be placed in sealed strong plastic bag without water
• Frozen the fish/tissue immediately after death

• Use cooling box or insulated styrofoam box with sufficient freezer blocks (not ice cubes,
which could melt and produce liquid inside the package, unless thermally sealed in strong
plastic bags). At the arrive one or more freeze blocks must still be partly or completely
frozen!
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Specimen preservation
Samples collection

Chemical preserved: preservative depend on type of analysis
• Histology → to detect tissue changes
→ Use 10% neutral buffered formalin in double cap containers to avoid spill-over or pre-filled purchased containers
→ Collect tissue samples (≈1 cm3) immediately after death

In the field, safe formalin
containers and collection
system are available

Formalin is toxic and
potentially carcinogenic!

In lab use chemical hood and double cap containers to avoid spill-over
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Specimen preservation
Samples collection

Chemical preserved: preservative depend on type of analysis
• Molecular analyses
→ Use EtOH 70-95% for DNA preservation (Parasites, bacteria, DNA viruses)
→ Use RNA stabilization solution (i.e. RNA later) for RNA preservation (RNA
viruses)
→ Collect the tissue in small pieces (≤0.5 cm in at least one dimension) and
submerge in 5 volumes of the solution

→ In the lab samples can be collected in empty tubes, processed soon or
stored at -20/-80°C
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Shipment
Sample shipment

• Use inert material to ensure the samples do not move
inside the box during transport

•

•

Each sample should be labelled with a permanent ink
marker

Accompanying document should be placed in a separate, small plastic, leak-proof
envelope inside the transport box or send to the lab by email
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Nervous Necrosis Virus
Sample collection, storage and shipment

Viral diseases

Cell culture
medium

Target tissue: brain, eyes
•

For Virus isolation in cell culture
→ 24-48 hours refrigerated whole fish/head
→ Frozen whole fish/head
→ Target tissues in (empty tube) or cell culture medium (24 hours at max)

•

For molecular detection (RNA virus)
→ 24-48 hours refrigerated whole fish/head
→ Frozen whole fish/head
→ Brain tissue in RNA stabilization solution
→ Target tissues in (empty tube) or cell culture medium (24 hours at max)
→ In lab brain can be collected in empty tubes, processed soon or stored at -20/-80°C

•

For histology
→ Collect brain and eyes immediately after death in 10% neutral buffered formalin

RNA later
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Lymphocystis Disease Virus
Sample collection, storage and shipment

Viral diseases

Target tissue: skin, fin masses
•

For molecular detection (DNA virus)
→ 24-48 hours refrigerated whole fish or skin, fin masses
→ Frozen whole fish or skin, fin masses
→ Skin, fin masses in EtOH 70-95%
→ Skin, fin masses in cell culture medium (24 hours at max)
→ In lab brain can be collected in empty tubes, processed soon or stored at -20/-80°C

•

For histology
→ Collect skin/fin masses immediately after death in 10% neutral buffered formalin

•

Virus isolation in cell culture can be conducted for research, but is not effective for diagnosis
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Bacterial diseases

Sampling for bacteriological exam - shipping
• Insulated containers with freeze blocks
• Temperature ≤10 °C
• Shipment time 24 hours
• Freezing of the samples shall be avoided but…
• If you are suspecting Mycobacteriosis you can freeze
• Do not send fish under antibiotics treatment otherwise please indicate in the
shipping form the antibiotic used
• If you are sending larvae please use plastic tube without water
• You could send swab taken from the target organs (≤10 °C / 24 h)
• You could send inoculated plate
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Bacterial diseases

Sampling for bacteriological exam
• Target organs (for all bacteria)
•
•
•
•
•

Head kidney
Spleen ( + Photobacterium damselae piscicida)
Brain (+ Vibrio harveyi)
Liver
Skin lesion (+ Vibrio spp.)

• You could sample target organs with cotton swabs but remember the
transport media (AMIES) and send it to the lab at < 10 °C No frozen
• If you suspect Mycobacterial infections  send the fish directly to the lab
• If you have a light microscope you could perform a smear from target
organs (e.g. skin lesion or gills), then stain with Ziehl Fucsin (1:10) to check
for filamentous bacteria
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Sampling for bacteriological exam
Bacterial diseases

• You could perform the bacteriological exam directly in the farm but
you need
• Clean place with portable Bunsen
• Petri with non-selective media (TSA+1-2% NaCl, MA) & selective (TCBS)
Materials needed
•
•
•
•

Loop (disposable or reusable tungsten loop)
Scissor and forceps for dissection
Ethanol for cleaning the instruments
Use biological hazard bag for waste

• Send the plate to the lab for identification & antibiogram
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 Usually for parasitological examination fish are delivered to the lab… BUT

 In the field, if you have a light microscope, you can perform a quick
parasitological exam
 You could also collect non-lethal samples in Gilthead seabream
 Intestinal parasites Enteromyxum leei or Enterospora nucleophila  cotton swab from the rectal
ampoule, to be processed in the lab with qPCR
 For Enteromyxum leei gentle squeeze the anus, collect a little drop of the content and observe
under light microscope at 40X

 Sampling for histology

Parasitic diseases

SAMPLING – Parasites in the field

SUITABILITY

Morphology
Fresh ≤ 24h
Fresh ≥ 24h
Frozen fish/organs
Preserved fish/organs
EtOH 70-95%
NBF

☺ Ecto (skin/gills) & Endo parasites
☺ Endo parasites & some Ecto (gills)

Molecular biology

Parasitic diseases

OF THE SAMPLES FOR
PARASITOLOGICAL EXAM

Slides & coverslip
Scissor, forceps & scalpels

Dissecting microscope

Petri dishes

Light microscope (4X - 100X objective)

Tubes

Pencil & permanent marker

Instruments for collecting parasites

+ 4°C / -20°C

Chemical hood

Parasitic diseases

SAMPLING in the lab – Equipment

 Suitable preservative

 EtOH 70%  cold or hot (only for live worms, to help relaxing the parasite body)
 10% NBF  cold or hot  best for SEM studies
 1-3% Glutaraldehyde  best for SEM studies

 Clarification for morphometries

 Amman’s lactophenol  glycerol+lactic acid+phenol
 70% Ethanol + 5% glycerin
 Glycerol

 Staining for morphometries

 Giemsa / May-Grünwald Giemsa
 Specific staining
 Klein’s dry Silver impregnation (mobiline peritrichs and other ciliates)
 Carmine-based staining (Trematoda, Cestoda)

Parasitic diseases

In the lab – Morphology

 Avoid cross contaminations between samples
 Steril forceps/scissor, blade

 Steril tubes (DNA/RNA free)
 Steril cotton swab
 Use permanent marker for label

 Suitable preservative
 EtOH 70-95%
 Freeze -20 °C
 Neutral Buffered Formalin

 DNA extraction
5% Chelex100

10% Bleach or
70% EtOH
for cleaning
instruments

Deio Water
to rinse
instruments

+ 4°C / -20°C

Parasitic diseases

SAMPLING – Molecular biology

 Denatured ethanol

 Wrong proportion tissue/preservative
 Container not suitable/not well closed (liquid spill-over)
 Samples not properly identified/ labeled
 For specimens preserved in ethanol use a little piece of paper labelled with pencil inside the tube

 Incorrect parasites preservation

Parasitic diseases

COMMON MISTAKE

The purpose of this section is to provide a guideline
for proper samples collection and preservation in
order to reach a correct parasitological diagnosis
Pre-filled container

10% Neutral buffered formalin
 histopathology &
morphology
 Molecular biology

Histology

Identification

Morphology
Molecular biology
“Fresh” means hours, but can
be extended to 24h if the
hosts are kept in a
refrigerator
Frozen/thawed material
should not be used bad for
morphology but suitable for
molecular biology
Parasites should be alive

Saline 0.85% NaCl  cleaning parasites
Ethanol 70-95%  preserve parasites
Clarification for morphology
 Glycerol
 Amman’s lactophenol (toxic)
 70% Ethanol + 5% glycerin
 Giemsa, MGG + specific staining
techniques carmine stain
 Molecular biology

Sampling

10% Bleach or 70% EtOH
for cleaning instruments

Preservation
 Ethanol 70-95% (field)
 Freeze at -20°C (lab)
Steril

Water
to rinse
instruments

Common mistake
 Denatured ethanol (pink/blue)
 Wrong proportion tissue/preservative
 Container not suitable/not well closed
(liquid spill-over)
 Samples not properly identified/ labeled
 Incorrect parasites preservation

Parasitic diseases

Specimens preservation
 Long term preservation of tissues or parasites in the
best condition as possible  accessible in future for
scientific purposes
 Traditional parasitological diagnosis
 Molecular diagnosis
 Taxonomy
 Epidemiology
 Molecular epidemiology

Home made
container
double cap
containers to avoid
spill-over

